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The Minors are in a juvenile and weak period. They are not mature, both 
physically and mentally, which have the characteristics of feebleness in self-protection 
and a weakness in distinguishing right from wrong. Therefore the Minors need special 
care and consideration from the family, the school, the society and especially the 
protection of the law. At present, the Chinese laws protect the Minors by the criminal 
law, the criminal procedure law and the civil law, but lack of the civil procedure law 
protection. So, we need to improve the civil procedure law of protecting the Minors’ 
legal right further. 
Full text is constituted by introduction, body and epilogue. The body is divided 
into 6 chapters:  
Chapter 1 summarizes the status of protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in 
the civil procedure law of china: the legal basis of protecting the Minors is civil 
procedure law, judicial interpretation, administrative regulation. Protecting areas focus 
on judicial aid, testify, enforcement and other aspects. Then, point out the defects of 
protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in the civil procedure law of china: there 
aren’t special laws which focus on protecting the Minors, in contrary, there are just 
some articles included in laws and judicial interpretation; lack of connection, being 
too principled and apparent leak still exist in the legal clause of our present 
legislation.  
Chapter 2 is about protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in procedural 
capacity in the civil procedure law of china. The writer firstly introduces some foreign 
relevant regulations: in order to help non-ability people, there are the systems of 
assistant, legal representative, separate legal body in special condition in the civil law 
countries. Then introduce the system that the Minors have no separate legal body in 
any condition. Lastly, the writer analyzes the defects, countermeasure of the system, 















Chapter 3 is about protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in testify in the civil 
procedure law of china. The writer firstly introduces some relevant regulations foreign 
laws on “age”. Then, introduce the history and status of relevant regulations of 
Chinese law on “age”. Lastly, the writer analyzes the necessity, defects, and 
countermeasures of our civil procedure law provision on “age”. 
Chapter 4 is about protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in judicial aid 
system in the civil procedure law of china. The writer firstly introduces the concept 
and the historical evolution of the judicial aid system. Then, point out four defects of 
status of the system: the analysis of “applying for judicial aid”, the analysis of the 
issue regarding waiver the cost of litigation restricted in “recourse of fostering fee”, 
the analysis of the issue regarding offering legal aid to the Minors as defendant, the 
analysis of the issue regarding the low level of legislation against the “Means of 
Lawsuit Expense Paying”. Finally, the writer analyzes the four defects and put 
forward the countermeasures of the four defects. 
Chapter 5 is about protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in 
deportation-execution system in the civil procedure law of china. The writer firstly 
introduces the concept of the deportation-execution system. Then, point out four 
advantages of the deportation- execution system in the cases of the Minors: 
remedying defects of notion of civil enforcement of the Minors, prompting judges' 
consciousness of responsibility and promoting the harmony between justice and 
execution, improving notion of civil enforcement of the applicant and the enforced, 
implementing the justice demand of law. Finally, the writer points out four defects of 
the deportation- execution system in the cases of the Minors, and puts forward the 
countermeasures of the four defects. 
Chapter 6 is about protecting the Minors’ rights and interests in discharge 
sequence in the civil procedure law of china. The writer firstly introduces the concept 
and types of priority, as well as its application in Chinese law. Then, point out the 
application value of priority to the Minors in discharge sequence. Finally, the writer 
advises to make compensation fund and salvation fund which are regarded as 
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